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IFRS PHASE 2
CURRENT STATE OF PLAY



• Discussion Paper was published in May 2007; comment 
period ended in November 2007

• Exposure Draft anticipated for July 2010

• Final standard, is not expected to be published before 
the second half of 2011, and not expected to be 
implemented before 2013

• Joint FASB / IASB project – creates Global convergence

• Principles based approach with certain additional 
guidance
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• Tentative decisions by IASB/FASB as of May 2010:
– Definition
– Scope
– Contract Boundary
– Recognition
– De-recognition
– Unbundling
– Measurement
– Margins
– Acquisition costs
– Discount rates

– Participating Features
– Own Credit
– Use of inputs
– Unearned premium
– Policyholder behaviour
– Segregated Funds
– Presentation
– Other Comprehensive 

Income
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• The Boards tentatively decided to use the current definition of 
an insurance contract in IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts. 
Specifically that:
– Compensation rather than indemnification be used in the definition of 

an insurance contract in describing the benefit provided to the 
policyholder. 

– The guidance in the current IFRS 4 should be used in determining 
whether insurance risk is significant

INSURANCE CONTRACT



• The Boards decided tentatively to:
– Evaluate the significance of insurance risk using present values rather 

than absolute amounts.
– Amend IFRS 4 to explain that contractual terms that delay timely 

reimbursement to the policyholder can significantly reduce insurance 
risk 

• Implies that contracts containing such terms might not meet the definition of 
an insurance contract.

TIMING RISK



ASSESSMENT OF POSSIBLE OUTCOMES

• IASB
– For determining when insurance risk exists, the IASB expressed an 

initial preference for considering the range of possible outcomes.

• FASB
– For determining when insurance risk exists, the FASB expressed an 

initial preference for considering whether  there are outcomes in which 
the present value of the net cash outflows can exceed the present value 
of the premiums.



• The Boards tentatively decided that the scope of insurance 
contracts 

• will include:
– Financial guarantee contracts

• will exclude:
– Residual value guarantees and warranties issued directly by a 

manufacturer, dealer or retailer
– Residual value guarantees embedded in a lease
– Employers’ assets and liabilities under employee benefit plans and 

retirement benefit obligations reported by defined benefit plans
– Contingent consideration in a business combination
– Fixed-fee service contracts

SCOPE



• CONTRACT BOUNDARY
– The Boards tentatively decided that the boundary of an insurance 

contract is the point at which the insurer either:
• is no longer required to provide coverage; or
• has the right to reassess the risk of the particular policyholder and can 

set a price that fully reflects that risk.

• RECOGNITION
– The Boards tentatively decided that the insurer recognize an 

insurance obligation on the earlier of: 
• the insurer being on risk to provide coverage to the policyholder 

for insured events; and 
• the signing of the insurance contract.



DE-RECOGNITION

• IASB
– The IASB decided tentatively that an insurer should derecognise an 

insurance liability when it no longer qualifies as a liability of the insurer
– Applying the derecognition principle in IAS 39 Financial Instruments: 

Recognition and Measurement.

• FASB
– The FASB tentatively decided that an insurance liability should be 

derecognised when that obligation no longer qualifies as a liability. 
– The liability is eliminated when the entity is no longer on risk and no 

longer required to transfer any economic resources for that obligation.
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UNBUNDLING

• IASB
– The IASB decided tentatively that embedded derivatives should be 

unbundled when the IASB’s existing standards on financial instruments 
would require this.

• FASB
– The FASB tentatively decided that embedded derivatives should be 

unbundled using the unbundling principle being developed for 
insurance contracts.

• The Boards tentatively decided that unbundling should be 
prohibited except in cases where it is required.



• The Boards decided tentatively that the measurement 
approach should portray a current assessment of the contract
Using the following building blocks:
– The unbiased, probability-weighted average of future cash flows 

expected to arise as the insurer fulfils the obligation
– Incorporation of time value of money
– A margin

• The Boards decided tentatively the building blocks should 
measure the combination of the rights and obligations of an 
insurance contract rather than measure rights separately from 
obligations and to present results on a net basis.

MEASUREMENT
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• Two approaches to margins 
– SEPARATE risk adjustment and a residual margin (tentative 

decision by IASB)
– SINGLE composite margin (tentative decision by FASB)

• Risk adjustment
– To account for the effects of uncertainty about the timing and 

amount of future cash flows (from the perspective of the insurer)
– The amount the insurer would rationally pay to be relieved of the 

risk.

• Residual margin
– Eliminates any gain at inception of the insurance contract

MARGINS
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• The Boards decided tentatively that:
– The initial recognition of an insurance contract should not result in the 

recognition of an account profit.
– If the initial recognition of an insurance contract results in a loss, the 

loss should be recognized at inception

• For this purpose
– Using a composite margin approach:  the PV of outflows exceeds the 

PV of premiums on an expected basis
– Using a risk adjustment approach: the PV of outflows + the risk 

adjustment exceeds the PV of premiums on an expected basis

NO GAIN AT ISSUE



• The Boards decided tentatively that, if the measurement 
of an insurance contract were to include a separate risk 
adjustment and residual margin:
– The risk adjustment should be re-measured each reporting 

period.
– The residual margin should be amortized systematically either 

on the basis of the passage of time or, on the basis of the pattern 
of the benefit and claims if this varies significantly from the 
passage of time basis.

– The insurer should not adjust the residual margin in subsequent 
reporting periods for changes in estimates.

MARGINS



• The Boards decided tentatively that, if the measurement 
of an insurance contract is on the basis of a composite 
margin:
– The insurer should release the composite margin as follows:

current period (Premiums + claims & benefits)
total expected (Premiums + claims & benefits) 

– The insurer should not adjust a composite margin for changes in 
cash flow estimates

MARGINS



• Residual and Composite margins
The Boards tentatively decided that:
– the residual or composite margins should be part of the 

insurance liability, rather than a separate liability outside the 
insurance liability. 

– the residual margin should be disclosed separately

Should interest be accreted on the residual or 
composite margins?

– IASB tentatively decided YES
– FASB tentatively decided NO

MARGINS



• The Boards decided tentatively:
– That an entity should measure any risk adjustment at a portfolio level of 

aggregation
– A portfolio are contracts that are subject to broadly similar risks and 

managed as a single portfolio.
– The residual or composite margin should determined at a cohort level of 

aggregation

• The Boards asked staff to investigate whether to require or 
permit the insurer to determine a composite margin on a 
individual contract basis rather than on a cohort basis.

MARGINS
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• IASB
– The IASB decided tentatively to exclude from the initial 

measurement of the residual margin an amount equal to the 
incremental acquisition costs. 

– The Staff will investigate whether this is best implemented by:
• Excluding the acquisition costs from the premium to which the 

contract liability is calibrated.
• Including the acquisition costs in the contract cash flows at the 

inception of the contract.

• FASB
– The FASB decided tentatively that an insurer should:

• Expense all acquisition costs when incurred.
• Not recognise any revenue (or income) to offset those costs.

ACQUISITION COSTS



– The IASB and FASB tentatively decided that the discount rate 
should reflect the characteristics of the contracts, rather than the 
characteristics of assets actually held to back the contracts, 
unless the contracts share those characteristics

– The boards asked the staff to incorporate the existing 
requirements on discount rates from other standards when 
developing guidance for estimating a discount rate for insurance 
contracts.

– Concerns about possibility of significant losses upon inception  
and accounting mismatches (e.g. long duration non participating 
contracts)

• No changes to tentative decisions made by the Board 
(measurement of an insurance liability should not be updated for 
changes in the risk of non-performance by the insurer) – the topic 
will be revisited

DISCOUNT RATE
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• IASB
– The IASB decided tentatively that payments arising 

from the participating feature should be included in 
the measurement of insurance contracts in the same 
way as any other contractual cash flows (i.e., on an 
expected present value basis).

• FASB
– The FASB decided tentatively that the insurer should 

recognise a liability for participating benefits to the 
extent that it has a legal or constructive obligation to 
pay those benefits.

PARTICIPATING FEATURES



• The Boards decided tentatively that the measurement of 
an insurance liability should not be updated for changes 
in the risk of non-performance by the insurer.

OWN CREDIT



• The Boards decided tentatively that the measurement 
should:
– Consider all available information that relates to the fulfilment of 

the insurance contract. Available information includes industry 
data, historical data of an entity’s costs, and market inputs when 
those inputs are relevant to the fulfilment of the contract.

– Use current estimates of financial market variables that are as 
consistent as possible with observable market prices.

USE OF INPUTS



• IASB
– The IASB decided tentatively:

• To require rather than permit the use of an 
unearned premium approach for pre-claims 
liabilities of short duration insurance contracts.

• FASB
– The FASB will discuss an unearned premium 

approach at a future meeting.

UNEARNED PREMIUM



• IASB
– The IASB tentatively decided not to use an approach that uses 

an estimate of future cash flows with no margins and no 
discounting for non-life claims liabilities.

• FASB
– The FASB will consider at a future meeting whether, in certain 

instances, a measurement of insurance contracts would use 
future cash flows with no margins and no discounting.

NO MARGINS / NO DISCOUNTING



The Boards decided tentatively:
• That policyholder options related to existing coverage, 

should be included on a look-through basis using the 
expected value of future cash flows. 
– As a consequence, no deposit floor would apply.

• To exclude options, forwards, and guarantees that do not 
relate to the existing insurance contract coverage from 
the measurement of that contract. 
– Those features should be recognised and measured as new 

insurance contracts or other stand-alone instruments, according 
to their nature.

POLICYHOLDER BEHAVIOUR



• The Boards decided tentatively that assets and related 
liabilities associated with segregated funds/separate 
accounts/unit-linked contracts, should be reported as the 
assets and liabilities in the statement of financial 
position.

SEGREGATED FUNDS



• PRESENTATION OF THE PERFORMANCE STATEMENT
– The Boards decided tentatively that:

• The measurement approach should drive the 
presentation model for the performance statement.

• OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
– The Boards decided tentatively:

• Not to change the accounting for an insurer’s 
assets.

• Not to permit or require the use of OCI for 
insurance contracts.



THAT SUMS IT UP
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